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Abstract
This paper discusses on the invention of Kuda Pasu as an art of dance of Bajau-Sama society in Kota Belud, Sabah. Kuda Pasu was first introduced as a traditional dance on the stage of Tamu Besar Kota Belud in 1976. Besides portraying form of dance movements, Kuda Pasu becomes the reflection of the lifestyle of Bajau-Sama society in Kota Belud, particularly male. In current development, Kuda Pasu has been highlighted as one of Sabah traditional dances. This paper highlights the survival issue of Kuda Pasu, if the art form still remains as it was in introductory form in 1976, and if Kuda Pasu still dances as an art of dance in Kota Belud. Using Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger’s Invention, as well as Edward Shil’s Tradition, this paper investigates Kuda Pasu as an art of dance that practiced merely to meet the current demand.
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Introduction
Hobsbawm & Ranger (1983), stated that an invention is when a tradition is revived and recreated according to the beholder’s culture and tradition requirements. Shils (1981) describes that the relationship of traditions and local community is passed down over generations, whether a new creation by the beholder or modification by external influences will remain as a tradition. Kuda Pasu is a dance created by Jeffry bin Oleh in 1976. According to Jeffry, the creation of Kuda Pasu in that year was intended to be contested in Sabah Traditional Dance Competition held during Tamu Besar Kota Belud (Oleh, 2009). Prior to that, Kuda Pasu has been around since the year 1974, known as the Main Kuda Pacu. Main Kuda Pacu is a folk game-play played by children or young men at wedding festivities or any events held among Bajau community in Kota Belud. This game-play portrays and imitate the movements of a rider riding a horse.

At present, Main Kuda Pacu may not sustained itself as a game-play performance amongst the Bajau in Kota Belud, however it has continued today as an invented dance tradition known as Kuda Pasu. Jeffry bin Oleh has created a structured movements system inspired from Main Kuda Pacu that shows sturdy and strong shape and leg structure (Oleh, 2009). According to Jeffry, the creation of Kuda Pasu dance was not only a performing arts, but it mirrors the equestrian lives of men in Kota Belud Bajau.
The Emergence of Kuda Pasu in Kota Belud (1974 - 1976)

In 1976, the Kuda Pasu dance emerged in Kota Belud as an invented dance choreographed by Jeffry bin Oleh, a native-born Bajau of Kampung Kota Belud. He inherited his skill and knowledge of martial arts and performing arts from his family. He himself dance and play the Kulintangan music ensemble and play music repertoires in Bertitik. When he was young, he often play Main Kuda Pacu at events such as weddings, usually accompanied by Tigad-Tigad music repertoire. He learned to play all kinds of music repertoires from his teacher Piluk Bte Maidan, a skilled Kulintangan musician in Kota Belud.

Basically, Main Kuda Pacu is played spontaneously when the Tigad-tigad song being played. As Jeffry is skilled in martial arts, he emphasized on leg movements to demonstrate the strength of the leg structure. Hands movements however, is quite limited.

Structure and Style of Kuda Pacu

Kaeppler (1999) stated that the structural elements determines how a dance is formed. The flow and style are differentiated through how someone presents it and realizing the structure. Kaeppler also noted that, style refers to a form or continuous pattern in the manner of expressing the movement quality. Kuda Pacu movement structure is divided into two part, the lower part of the body and the upper body part from waist to top. Kuda Pacu movement structure by Jeffry emphasises on the lower part of the body especially on both feet, while the movement of the upper body is very limited.

At its early appearance, Kuda Pacu was categorized as a consistent dance form. This is mainly because, almost every performance was under Jeffry’s supervision through Kumpulan Anak-Anak Seni Bajau Kota Belud - KASBKB (Bajau’s Children Arts Association of Kota Belud), where he acted as choreographer and advisor to the troupe. However, changes in the structure and style in Kuda Pacu takes place when the dance was taken out of the Kota Belud.


Ever since Kuda Pacu dance piece choreographed by Jeffry wins the Sabah Traditional Dance Competition in 1976, it was then brought out of the Kota Belud and presented for the first time in 1977 before the Tuan Yang DiPertua Negeri Sabah, (TYT). According to Jeffry, Kuda Pacu at that time still retains the original movement structure as performed by KASBKB dancers. Later in 1978, the
group had to merge under the patronage of Persatuan Kebudayaan Sabah (Sabah Cultural Association). However, KASBKB association faced several internal difficulties and finally halted, and later relocated under the supervision of Lembaga Sukan Dan Kebudayaan Sabah (Sabah Sports and Cultural Board), Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports Sabah (MCYS). In 1996, MCYS has been split into two separate entities, namely, Lembaga Sukan Negeri Sabah (LSNS) and Lembaga Kebudayaan Negeri Sabah (LKNS).

Changes in different patronage have made Kuda Pacu underwent several rearrangement by number of choreographers. As Jeffry has noted, there were many changes in dance movement creating new variants and versions of Kuda Pacu performance in Kota Kinabalu after he left his career as dancer and choreographer. This can be seen if one view and differentiate between the present and the old Kuda Pacu.

**New Variants in Kuda Pasu Dance Structures**

For the purpose of this study, various sources of information have been gathered from individuals, groups, coaches, dancers, and peers of Jeffry bin Oleh to look on how new variants exist in the structure of Kuda Pasu. Anya Peterson Royce stated that there are three possibilities that allow changes in dance; (1) flaws in oral transmission and learning process through imitation leading to innovations from one performance to another (2) adaptation from selected external influences or elements and combination of movement that has similarities and peculiarities, and (3) awareness for revival, re-creation and re-orientation of its original form. The new Kuda Pasu movement structure today emerged as a result of time, lacking of literary and documentation within the community, as well as intercultural encounter that led to the change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant</th>
<th>Leg Movements</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Henjut Setempat</td>
<td>Bouncing in place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Bergerak Jalan</td>
<td>Basic leg movements in space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Jaga-Jaga</td>
<td>Leg movements of Bajau’s warrior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Lompat Kuda</td>
<td>Horse jump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Lompat Kecil</td>
<td>Small jump</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure: New variations in Kuda Pasu Dance Movements

These new variations not only involved leg movements, but also include hand movements. However, the hands movements do not have specific terms or names.
There are also hand movements that were composed together with the leg movement. Hand movements are not just variations of the movement’s structure on the Kuda Pasu, but each new movement has created new meanings to the Kuda Pasu.
Conclusion

The development of local and global performing arts have caused many traditional dance performances of the village have gone through transition process via reconstruction for the purpose of stage performances. Kuda Pasu is inseparable from being affected of modernization. As Hobsbawm, E. J., & Ranger, T. O. (1983).stated, the invention or creation in tradition is a set of new practices adopted by the community. The practice is a new creation for the sake of continuation of tradition from previous generation. Kuda Pasu is indeed an invented dance, but it has survived through several changes regardless of time and space. This occurred as a result of social change, namely when the ‘old tradition’ disappears, within the period of two century, new invention will emerged among modern or traditional society. The continuity of the ‘invented’ Kuda Pasu is the will, challenge and individual quest in crafting symbol and identity of Bajau Kota Belud.

Therefore, the sustainability of Kuda Pasu as Kota Belud’s Bajau performing art–dance is no longer a ‘routine community practice’. Kuda Pasu exist to fulfil present-day demands, influenced by changes in the Kota Belud’s Bajau socio-economy, leading to less-interested younger generations who are fascinated with new forms entertainment, media and technology. The society do not practice Kuda Pasu as a traditional performance practice, but the newly invented Kuda Pasu form survived as part of local repertoires perform by arts association and school clubs.
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